AGENDA PAPERS MARKED ‘TO FOLLOW’ FOR
SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
Date: Wednesday, 30 June 2021
Time: 6.30 p.m.
Place: Virtual
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjwbIOW5x0NSe38sgFU8bKg
This will be an informal meeting of the Committee. Due to the Covid-19 restrictions
(please
see https://www.gov.uk/guidance/covid-19-coronavirus restrictions-whatyou can-and-cannot-do) including social distancing requirements, public attendance
at the Town Hall would be limited. Therefore, this meeting will be held virtually to allow
greater public participation, in line with the principles of openness and transparency in
local government.
AGENDA
4.

PART I

MINUTES

Pages
1-8

To receive and, if so determined, to agree as a correct record the Minutes of
the meeting held on 17 March 2021.
8.

ACM CLADDING

To Follow

To receive a report from Trafford Housing Trust.
9.

HOMELESSNESS IN TRAFFORD
To receive a report from the Executive Member for Housing and
Regeneration.

SARA TODD
Chief Executive

Membership of the Committee

9 - 16

Scrutiny Committee - Wednesday, 30 June 2021
Councillors D. Acton (Chair), R. Chilton (Vice-Chair), J.M. Axford, D. Butt, G. Carter,
L. Dagnall, M. Mirza, J.D. Newgrosh, K. Procter, R. Thompson, B.G. Winstanley,
Dr. K. Barclay (ex-Officio) and D. Western (ex-Officio).
Further Information
For help, advice and information about this meeting please contact:
Alexander Murray, Governance Officer,
Tel: 0161 912 4250
Email: alexander.murray@trafford.gov.uk
This agenda was issued on Thursday, 24 June 2021 by the Legal and Democratic
Services Section, Trafford Council, Trafford Town Hall; Talbot Road, Stretford,
Manchester, M32 0TH.
WEBCASTING
This meeting will be filmed for live and / or subsequent broadcast on the Council’s or
YouTube channel www.youtube.com/channel/UCjwbIOW5x0NSe38sgFU8bKg. The
whole of the meeting will be filmed, except where there are confidential or exempt
items.
If you make a representation to the meeting you will be deemed to have consented to
being filmed. By entering the meeting you are also consenting to being filmed and to the
possible use of those images and sound recordings for webcasting and/or training
purposes. If you do not wish to have your image captured or if you have any queries
regarding webcasting of meetings, please contact the Democratic Services Officer on
the above contact number or email democratic.services@trafford.gov.uk
Members of the public may also film or record this meeting. Any person wishing to
photograph, film or audio-record a public meeting is requested to inform Democratic
Services in order that necessary arrangements can be made for the meeting. Please
contact the Democratic Services Officer 48 hours in advance of the meeting if you
intend to do this or have any other queries.
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SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
17 MARCH 2021
PRESENT
Councillor D. Acton (in the Chair).
Councillors J. Lamb (Vice-Chair), A.J. Williams, B.G. Winstanley, A.M. Whyte,
Dr. K. Barclay (ex-Officio), D. Western (ex-Officio) and J.D. Newgrosh

In attendance
Councillor M. Freeman
Richard Roe
Ian Wallace
Deborah Ware
Chris Roberts
Pete Paton
Michael Ayre
Hilary Centelghe
Alexander Murray

Executive Member for Covid 19 Recovery and Reform
Corporate Director of Place
Director of Property Services, Trafford Housing Trust
Chief Operating Officer, Financial Wellness Group
Chief Development Officer, Bruntwood
Head of Building Safety, Trafford Housing Trust
Engagement Officer, Enterprise You
Growth and Start Up Lead, Enterprise You
Governance Officer

APOLOGIES
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors J. Holden, B. Shaw and
R. Thompson
7.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
No declarations were made.

8.

QUESTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC
A number of questions had been received from a member of the public in relation
to Grafton Court. The Chair read the questions out and it was agreed that a written
response would be provided to the resident.
RESOLVED:
1) That the question be noted.
2) That a written response be provided to the resident.

9.

MINUTES
RESOLVED: That the minutes of the meeting held 2 February 2021 be agreed as
an accurate record.

10. TRAFFORD ECONOMIC RESET AND RECOVERY
The Corporate Director of Place introduced the item. The Committee had received
information from Council Officers at their last meeting and had requested to
receive views from other organisations from the Trafford economy who would be
1
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involved in its recovery. The representatives had been selected as they each
represented a different aspect of the Trafford economy and would provide varied
perspectives on the challenges and opportunities Trafford’s economic recovery
presented.
Each of the representatives then spoke to the Committee about their businesses,
their place within the Trafford Economy and their views on how Trafford would
recover following the COVID 19 Pandemic.
The Chief Development Officer from Bruntwood gave the Committee a brief
overview of who Bruntwood were as a business. The Committee were informed
that Bruntwood had been operating for over 40 years and were committed to
developing assets within the Greater Manchester region to help build thriving cities
and communities. Bruntwood worked with a wide variety of organisations including
Trafford Council, Manchester Foundation Trust and charitable organisations.
Brutwood had built a strong working relationship with Trafford Council due to the
strengths of the area, which included excellent transport links, strong leadership
and a clear vision within the Council, excellent levels of education, and a skilled
workforce.
Bruntwood felt that Trafford offered opportunities and solutions to the post Covid
economic landscape, where people had a more local focus towards working,
shopping, and taking part in leisure activities. While the nature of work would
change in the wake of COVID 19, with a shift to more remote and agile forms of
working, there were elements that could only be offered by an office environment,
including the development of the next generation of employees and the social
benefits of office working. This meant that the use of office space would change
but Bruntwood were confident that demand would remain. It was felt that, in
addition to the development of town centres, Manchester City Centre would
continue to grow and spread to encompass parts of Trafford offering new
opportunities for the area. Finally Greater Manchester had the largest number of
degree educated workers in Europe and that talent pool would continue to attract
business to the area.
The Chief Operating Officer from Financial Wellness shared a presentation with
the Committee which covered who the Financial Wellness Group were, the impact
of debt advice on the economy, and the challenges and opportunities presented
by the COVID 19 Pandemic. The Committee were informed that the Financial
Wellness Group had been based in Trafford for 27 years and were currently based
in Trafford Park. Their aim was to aid people who were in financial difficulty and to
support them in getting back to financial wellness. The Financial Wellness Group
provided free debt advice and, where appropriate, offered debt solutions. They
also provided wider more holistic support around generating income, offering
discounts, benefit assessments, and online doctor and counselling services.
There had been a reduced demand for debt advice during the pandemic but this
was expected to increase towards the end of the year as financial schemes, which
had supported people throughout the pandemic, came to an end. The Financial
Wellness Group had prepared for this increased demand by hiring and training
additional advisers. The predicted increase in demand had been noted by the
2
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Financial Conduct Authority who reported that pre-Covid 11 million people had
little or no financial resilience which had increased to over 14 million people by the
end of 2020. It was also estimated that 7million people were likely to need debt
advice by the end of 2021. Further, it was predicted that one out of every three
employers would be making some redundancies during the year.
The Chief Operating Officer noted the challenges coming out of the pandemic.
The return to work would require considerations of new ways of working and look
at how office space would be used in the immediate aftermath and long term. The
Financial Wellness Group had expanded their digital services team and debt
advice team as these were two industries expected to grow following the
pandemic. The importance of supporting young people was recognised by the
Financial Wellness group, which had created a debt advice apprenticeship and
supported the financial education of secondary school pupils through the Young
Money Charity.
The representatives from Enterprise You went through a presentation. The
Committee were informed that Enterprise You was created in 2019 and was
designed to support self-employed people. The programme was delivered by the
Growth Company and People Plus and was available to Greater Manchester
residents.
The Engagement Officer provided the Committee with an overview of the
programme. Everyone who signed up to the programme received around six
months of support from a business coach, peer mentoring, a personal finance
specialist, and a health and wellbeing specialist. Those on the course also
received access to a digital employee platform, access to co-working sites across
GM, careers advice and guidance, and fully funded training and personnel
development. The Engagement Officer then gave the Committee a breakdown of
the training and development offered by sector specialists. To be eligible for the
Enterprising You applicants needed to be from Greater Manchester, have been
trading for over four months and have a UTRN, be self-employed, and must not
have an income greater than £27,000 after expenses.
The Growth and Start Up Lead informed the Committee that the programme had
been running for just over a year and had over one thousand clients. Feedback
from clients had been extremely positive with an increased income of £500,000
across all clients. Clients’ profit margins had increased and their turnover had
increased by over £2,000,000. Clients had also reported increase in confidence
and wellbeing from being on the programme. Trafford were performing well and
were the top or in the top three out of the GM authorities for each of the outcomes
measured as part of the programme.
Following the presentations from all the representatives Committee Members were
given the opportunity to ask questions.
Councillor Winstanley asked the Chief Development Officer from Bruntwood why
he felt optimistic about manufacturing in Greater Manchester following the impacts
of Brexit and the Pandemic. The Chief Development Officer responded that the
optimism came partly from the impact of the pandemic in reducing globalisation
through the increased perceived risk around supply line integrity and security with
3
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the potential issues around the manufacturing of vaccinations highlighting some of
those concerns. The North West area had some very strong areas with world
class research initiatives, particularly advanced materials and the life sciences
sectors. The government had shown support and a desire to bring manufacturing
back into the country and Greater Manchester was well positioned as the area
had a lot of the strengths around connectivity and land to deliver manufacturing
on, which was close to where people wanted to live with access to distribution
hubs.
Councillor Winstanley asked the Chief Operating Officer from Financial Wellness
asked how debt management could support people who had no financial reserves
and were waiting to receive benefits. The Chief Operating Officer from Financial
Wellness responded that if people had no financial reserves they could use a debt
relief order, which cost £90, to right off their debts.
Councillor Lamb asked if there were any forums through which organisations like
the three at the meeting were able to come together and collaborate to come up
with solutions to the challenges faced. The Growth and Start Up Lead from
Enterprise You responded that they had many conversations with Bruntwood and
had discussion around co-working space. In terms of additional finance support for
clients Enterprise You made referrals to the other support areas. The Chief
Operating Officer from Financial Wellness responded that they were not aware of
Enterprise You prior to the meeting but this would be something that would be
taken away and look at linking people with them going forward. The Chief
Development Officer from Bruntwood added that the goal was to create an area
which support new business starting up and the sharing and improvement of skills.
There was an opportunity to increase cross selling between organisations through
collaboration within Greater Manchester, which would strengthen the region’s
economy.
Councillor Williams asked whether there was a role for the Council to play in
increasing awareness of financial support through organisations such as Financial
Wellness and Enterprise You. The Executive Member responded that he had
found out about Enterprise You through a Webinar for all Councils across Greater
Manchester and would share the webinar to all Trafford Councillors. The
Executive Member asked the Chief Operating Officer from Financial Wellness to
send him information promoting their services to be shared with all Trafford
Councillors. The Growth and Start Up Lead from Enterprise you added that they
had regular contact with all Greater Manchester authorities and they would be
looking increase knowledge of their services and welcomed the Council’s support.
Councillor Newgrosh asked for a view from all the representatives on what the
office requirements would be post Covid. Growth and Start Up Lead from
Enterprise You responded that there would be a need for greater flexibility in office
facilities to adjust to the new ways of working. The Chief Development Officer from
Bruntwood noted that the impact of the increased flexibility in working
arrangements would require a fundamental system review of transport in the area
to accommodate the changes in peoples work patterns. The Chief Operating
Officer from Financial Wellness responded that increased flexibility was needed
but that there was still a need for face to face contact to support teams and build a
4
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culture within organisations. It was still too early to know exactly what the demand
would be for office space but it would be a gradual process.
The Chair thanked all of the speakers for attending the meeting and for their
positive views on Trafford’s economic recovery. The Chair recognised the need to
take a collaborative approach to the economic recovery of the area and the role
that the Council needed to play to help coordinate the response from all sectors.
RESOLVED:
1) That the presentations be noted.
2) That all speakers be thanked for attending the meeting.
3) That the Executive Member for circulate the Enterprise You
Webinar and Financial Wellness information to all Councillors.
11. ACM CLADDING
The Chair introduced the report stating that it had been written in response to a
series of questions from Mr Stevenson. The Director of Property Services for
Trafford Housing Trust (THT) went over the pertinent points of the supplementary
update which was circulated. The Committee were assured that all residents were
safe and that there had been regular communication between THT and their
residents throughout the process. The work commenced early summer of 2019
and was originally scheduled to have finished before the end of 2020 however a
number of issues arose which delayed the programme of works and was
exacerbated by the Covid 19 pandemic. Princess Court and Empress Court were
scheduled to be completed by in July 2021 with Clifford Court to be completed in
August 2021, Grafton Court to be completed in September, and Pickford Court to
be completed in October 2021. THT were confident that they would be able to
complete by those dates as long as there were no other delays caused by the
Covid 19 pandemic.
Following the overview Mr Stevenson was given the opportunity to respond to the
answers received to his questions. Mr Stevenson expressed that he was satisfied
with the response received but asked for clarification around some of the points.
The first was around the fire alarm system within Pickford Court where there had
been five times as many alarms raised due to a fault within the system.
Communication had gone out to residents stating that the system was to be
upgraded and would like to know when this would be completed.
Mr Stevenson noted that in January THT had spoken about advice from Greater
Manchester Fire and Rescue Service not to remove the cladding until the
replacement was ready. The cladding had been removed in Princess Court and
Empress Court and asked THT to confirm that residents were safer with the
cladding removed than with it on.
Mr Stevenson spoke about his experience as a resident in the tower blocks during
the time since Grenfell and the impact the delays to the replacement of the
cladding had. Mr Stevenson asked for more clarity from THT around the delays.

5
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Mr Stevenson asked about the heat retention of the flats which had cladding
removed and whether THT were in contact with those residents to find out whether
it had any impact.
Mr Stevenson offered to meet with THT to discuss the issues that he had. The
Director of Property Services for THT asked Mr Stevenson if he would like to join
THT’s high rise living panel Mr Stevenson agreed and an invite was to be sent out.
The alarm system would be looked at and the outcome of the review would be
shared with residents and the Scrutiny Committee.
The Director of Property Services for THT explained that after the programme had
been delayed they had met with the contractor and had revised the process for
replacing the cladding so that it would be able to be completed sooner.
Regarding heat retention no complaints had been received, but THT would raise
the issue with the High Rise Living Panel and look at the impact of removing the
cladding.
Councillor Williams noted that in the response to question ten there was mention
of a balcony fire and residents having to report it to the fire warden. Councillor
Williams asked whether balcony fires would not be picked up by the fire detection
system within the tower blocks. The Head of Building Safety for THT responded
that balcony spaces were classed as an outside space within the regulations and
so would not have a detection system in place. THT were currently looking at the
risk associated with balcony fire and what could be done to ensure
compartmentation to prevent possible spread.
Councillor Williams asked whether the trust had any indication around the time
frame for retrofitting sprinkler systems within the tower blocks. The Director of
Property Services for THT responded that THT had consulted with residents
regarding retrofitting sprinkler systems to the tower blocks but had not yet reached
a decision. The Director of Property Services for THT offered to come back to the
Committee to provide a more detailed update around the retrofitting sprinkler
systems.
The Chair noted that THT had originally had stated that they would do the utmost
to rehouse any residents who wanted to move, this had since been changed to
residents would be provided guidance on how to be rehoused, and the Chair
asked why the emphasis had changed. The Director of Property Services for THT
responded that the first statement was made during the initial aftermath of Grenfell
and the trust had provided that support at the time. As the situation changed, by
THT making the tower blocks safer, so had the position around rehousing.
The Chair thanked Mr Stevenson and the THT representatives for attending the
meeting and the questions and responses provided.
RESOLVED:
1) That the report be noted.
2) That Mr Stevenson and the THT representatives be thanked for
attending the meeting.
6
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3) That Mr Stevenson is to be invited to the High Rise Living Panel.
4) That the outcome of the review on the fire system at Pickford
Court be shared with Mr Stevenson and the Committee.
5) That an update on the retrofitting of Sprinklers come to a future
meeting of the Committee.

The meeting commenced at 6.30 pm and finished at 8.14 pm

7
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TRAFFORD COUNCIL
Report to:
Date:
Report of:

Overview and Scrutiny Committee
30th June 2021
Executive Member for Housing and Regeneration

Report Title

Housing & Homelessness Update

Summary

The Overview and Scrutiny Committee requested an update with regards to Housing
and Homelessness in Trafford.
This report provides the update for information only.

Recommendation(s)

To note the content of the report for information only.

Contact person for access to background papers and further information:
Name:

Caroline Siddall – Housing Strategy & Growth Manager
Rob Miller – HOST Service Manager

Extension:

x4776

Background Papers: n/a
Corporate Priorities

Relationship to GM Policy or
Strategy Framework
Finance
Legal
Equality/Diversity
Sustainability
Carbon Reduction
Staffing/E-Government/Asset
Management
Risk Management
Health and Safety

 Building Quality, Affordable and Social
Housing
 Health and Wellbeing
 Targeted Support
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
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Introduction
The Housing Options Service Trafford (HOST) transferred from Salix Homes back to
the Council on the 1st April 2021. HOST provide the following statutory services:












To make inquiries into the cases of homelessness or threatened with
homelessness within 56 days.
To secure temporary accommodation in accordance with homelessness
legislation – for those where there is reason to believe that a person is eligible,
homeless and with a priority need.
To create and review Personal Housing Plans.
To prevent homelessness for 56 days and to inform the client in writing that they
are owed the Prevention Duty.
To relieve homelessness for 56 days and to inform the client in writing that they
are owed the Relief Duty. Any accommodation secured to end the Relief Duty
must be for at least six months.
To investigate what ‘Main Homelessness Duty is owed (eligibility, homeless,
priority need, intentionality and local connection). To inform the client in writing
what duty is owed and also the right to review any decision including any
reasoning when the decision is a negative one.
To inform clients when any duties are ceasing due to a either a suitable offer of
accommodation being made and accepted/refused or when a client deliberately
refuses to co-operate.
To secure ongoing accommodation for those in the Main Homelessness Duty –
this must be for at least 12 months.
To inform other authorities of any placements made by Trafford to that authority.
To review homeless decisions and suitability of accommodation offers. This is a
Council responsibility and currently not carried out by HOST.

HOST Service Update
HOST closed the reception at Sale Waterside at the end of March 2020 following
lockdown advice from Government and the service became wholly remote via email
and telephone. The reception has since opened on an appointment only basis for
those residents that may require additional support and are unable to undertake the
full homelessness assessment via the telephone or for those that are required to
supply additional information to support their application.
HOST Performance
HOST performance is being monitored on a weekly basis since the start of the
pandemic in March 2020. The graphs below show some of the key performance
indicators:
The total number of applications has seen a fluctuation since January 2021, with the
highest number being the end of January with 85.
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The number of homeless residents in Trafford is detailed below in terms of which
Homeless Duty they have been awarded (as at 17th June 2021):
Homelessness Duty
Prevention Duty
Relief Duty
Main Duty
Awaiting decision on main duty
Households Accommodated (included in Relief & Main)
Total Number of Homeless Cases

Number of households
65
104
154
9
134
332

The number of households seeking advice has also seen some fluctuations with one
week in February only having 13 to the highest in March being 57.
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Rough Sleepers
The number of rough sleepers reported has seen a decrease from January when
there were 4 to June where we have 2. The was a rise of 6 in January/February.
Trafford has a Rough Sleeper Outreach Worker who is funded through Rough Sleeper
Iniative (RSI) funding) who attends reports of rough sleepers and engages with them
to source accommodation. Reports of rough sleepers are attended to within 24 hours
and placements will be made to Trafford’s A Bed Every Night (ABEN) provision funded
by GMCA.

The number of households in Temporary Accommodation has fluctuated since the
start of the year, starting with 135, going down to 120 in April and back up to 128 in
June.
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The number of households in B&B accommodation has also seen an increase and
then a decrease. The year started with 14 in B&B which increased to 23 but has then
decreased again to 13.

Out of Borough Placements
When Local Authorities place homeless households out of borough a Section 208
notice to the hosting LA is required, HOST have now started to receive these notices
from Manchester City Council, with 32 notifications received since 1st April 2021, so
we are more aware of the number of households that they place into Trafford. These
customers are directed back to their own Local authority for advice should they
contact HOST. HOST have not received any other Section 208 notices from other
LA’s, which indicates that the Amblehurst or any other B&B’s in Trafford are not being
used by any other LA, apart from Manchester.
Housing & Homelessness Challenges –Recovery Period
There are a number of challenges that Trafford must seek to overcome including:
 The increase in Private Rented Sector (PRS) evictions in light of the halt on

evictions coming to an end on the 31st May 2021. To address this potential
increase HOST will continue to monitor the PRS evictions on a weekly basis. We
are looking at potential funding to increase the capacity and resources to engage
new landlords in accepting homeless clients and also negotiating with current
landlords regarding any rent arrears that may have accrued due to financial
difficulties associated with Covid-19.
 The lack of social and affordable properties in Trafford across all wards - the
Housing Register for Trafford works alongside the Allocations Policy 2018 to
ensure that available housing stock is allocated to those with the greatest need.
The Strategic Housing Partnership meets on a quarterly basis where such issues
are discussed with the Registered Providers.
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 The higher than average rental charges in the private sector. The Local Housing
Allowance (LHA) is shown in the diagram below:

The graphs below show the average rental as at quarter 4 of 2020/21.

Trafford make full use of the New Burdens Fund, Discretionary Housing payments and
RSI monies to assist clients with shortfalls in rent. The Rental Bond Scheme also
assists those clients who would otherwise be able to afford deposits. HOST staff are
often able to negotiate lower rental charges with landlords with promise of direct rent
payments where applicable.


Trafford have relatively low numbers of rough sleepers compared to the other
boroughs of GM and therefore can be prevented from submitting bids for
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funding streams. Trafford access funding streams through any GMCA joint
bids.


There are two entrenched rough sleepers in the borough who refuse to engage
despite repeated offers of support and accommodation. The RSI funding
stream for 21/22 includes a shared dual diagnosis worker and a shared
navigator both of whom can work more intensively with the two entrenched
rough sleepers. Trafford will continue to provide ABEN and will operate cold
and severe weather provision when necessary. It is hoped that by maintaining
regular contact with the individuals they may at some point engage.



Covid 19 has thus far prevented any task and finish groups being formed to
look at the health aspects of the prevention strategy as the focus for these
professionals have been directed to the pandemic. The task and finish group
remains a priority and invites will be sent out to relevant persons as Covid
priorities begin to decline.



Covid 19 has presented additional challenges for Housing and Homelessness
which the Trafford Housing and Homeless Covid-19 Recovery Plan has
identified:
o An increase in evictions and repossessions when the government ban on
such actions ends
o An increase in homeless applications due affordability issues following
loss of employment.
o An increase in the number of rough sleepers.
o An increase in the number of B&B placements and the number of
households in temporary accommodation.
o An increase in Housing Advice cases due to Covid 19
o An increase in application on the Housing Register.
o Social housing availability not keeping up with demand.
o Delays with housing development and growth due to site delays.

 Trafford has identified a series of actions to address the potential issues:
o Monitor the performance and case load for HOST on a weekly basis.
o Work with RPs and partners such as DWP, Welfare Rights to ensure
maximum assistance is available to residents.
o Ensure the Council’s website and all social media platforms are up to date
with details of how to access assistance as well as regular social media
posts to promote services.
o Continue to operate ABEN in Trafford and look to increase the provision to
keep up with demand.
o Utilise all RSI workers to work with new and entrenched rough sleepers.
o Increase the provision of temporary accommodation units to reduce the
B&B placements. Welfare checks will continue be conducted for all clients
placed in emergency accommodation.
Consultation
The report is an update on the current performance of Housing Options Service
Trafford (HOST) and therefore consultation is not applicable.
Reasons for Recommendation(s)
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The recommendation is to note the content of the report for information only.

